Abstract Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm is one of the most recently introduced swarm intelligence algorithms which inspired by the foraging behavior of honey bee swarms. It has been widely used in numerical and engineering optimization problems. This paper presents a hybrid artificial bee colony (HABC) model to improve the canonical ABC algorithm. The main idea of HABC is to enhance the information exchange between bees by introducing the crossover operator of genetic algorithm to ABC. With suitable crossover operation, valuable information is fully utilized and it is expected that the algorithm can converge faster and more accurate. Eight versions of HABC algorithm combined by different selection and crossover methods under the model were proposed and tested on several benchmark functions. Then, the settings of the new parameter crossover rate for two well performed HABC versions are tested to verify their best values. Finally, four rotated functions and four shifted functions are used to test the performance of the two algorithms on complex functions and asymmetric functions. Experiment results showed that these two versions of HABC algorithm offer significant improvement over the original ABC and are superior to other two state of the art algorithms on some functions.
Introduction
Population-based optimization algorithms are a kind of optimization technique which is used to find near-optimal solutions to the complex numerical and engineering optimization problems. In population-based optimization algorithms, the population is consisting of a certain number of individuals and each individual presents a solution of the problem to be solved. In each iteration, the population is modified by applying some operators on these solutions depending on their fitness information. Hence, the population moves towards better solution areas of the search space.
Two important branches of population-based optimization algorithms are swarm intelligence (SI) algorithms and evolutionary algorithms (EA). SI is an innovative computational intelligence technique inspired by intelligent behaviors of insect or animal groups in nature, such as colonies of ants, flocks of birds, swarms of bees, and so on. In recent years, many SI algorithms have been proposed, such as ant colony optimization (ACO) (Dorigo and Gambardella 1997) , particle swarm optimization (Kennedy and Eberhart 1995) , bacterial foraging optimization (BFO) (Passino 2002) and immune algorithm (IA) (Gong et al. 2010) . Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm is a novel swarm intelligent algorithm inspired by the foraging behaviors of honeybees. It was first introduced by Karaboga (2005) . Due to the advantages of simple in concept, easy to implement and remarkable optimization ability, ABC and its variants have attracted the attention of researchers and been widely used for solving many numerical optimization (Karaboga and Basturk 2007a) and engineering application problems, such as neural networktraining (Karaboga et al. 2007; Ozkan et al. 2011) , electrical engineering optimization (Rao 2010; Ravi and Duraiswamy 2011) , scheduling optimization Ziarati et al. 2011) , civil engineering (Sonmez 2011; Mandal et al. 2012) , data diming (Karaboga and Ozturk 2011; Yan et al. 2012 ) and image processing (Ma et al. 2011; Chidambaram and Lopes 2009) .
However, the speed of convergence of ABC decrease as the dimension of the problem increases (Karaboga and Basturk 2007a) . This is mainly because in the ABC algorithm, bees exchange information on one dimension with a random neighbor in each food source searching process. In this work, a hybrid artificial bee colony (HABC) algorithm mode is founded. In the model, the crossover operator of genetic algorithm (GA) is introduced to improve the canonical ABC in solving optimization problems. Eight versions of HABC algorithm combined by different selection and crossover methods under the model are proposed and tested.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we will introduce the canonical ABC algorithm. Section 3 will discuss how crossover operator is used in ABC. Our HABC model and algorithms will be given in this section. In Sect. 4, three experiments will be done. The first experiment tests the ABC, HABC and a comparison algorithm on several basic benchmark functions. The second experiment tests the setting of new parameter for two typical versions of HABC algorithm which performed well in experiment 1. A further test with statistical analysis is done in experiment 3. More benchmark functions were used including four rotated ones. The results are presented and discussed. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sect. 5.
The canonical Artificial Bee Colony algorithm
ABC algorithm is a recently proposed optimization algorithm that simulates the foraging behaviors of a bee colony. It was first proposed by Karaboga (2005) and then further developed by Karaboga and Basturk (2007a, b, 2008) and Karaboga and Akay (2009) . In ABC algorithm, the search space represents an environment and each point in the search space corresponds to a food source (solution) that the artificial bees can exploit. The nectar amount of a food source represents the fitness of the solution. There are three kinds of bees in a bee colony: employed bees, onlooker bees and scout bees. Employed bees exploit the specific food sources they have explored before and give the quality information about the food sources to the bees waiting outside the hive (onlooker bees). Onlooker bees receive information about the food sources and choose a food source to exploit depending on the quality information. The more nectar the food source contains, the larger probability the onlooker bees choose it. The employed bee whose food source has been abandoned by it becomes a scout bee. Scout bees search the whole environment randomly. In ABC algorithm, half of the colony comprises of employed bees and the other half includes the onlooker bees. Each food source is exploited by only one employed bee. That is, the number of the employed bees or the onlooker bees is equal to the number of food sources (Karaboga and Basturk 2007a) . The pseudo code for the canonical ABC algorithm is listed in Table 1 .
In initialization phase, the algorithm generates a group of food sources corresponding to the solutions in the search space. The food sources are produced randomly within the range of the boundaries of the variables.
where i = 1, 2,…, SN, j = 1, 2,…, D. SN is the number of food sources and equals half of the colony size. D is the dimension of the problem, representing the number of parameters to be optimized. x min j and x max j are lower and upper bounds of the jth parameter. The fitness of food sources will be evaluated. In addition, counters which store the number of trials of solutions are reset to 0 in this phase.
In the employed bees' phase, each employed bee is sent to the food source in its memory and finds a neighboring food source. The neighboring food source is produced according to Eq. (2) as followed.
where k represents a randomly selected food source different from i, j is a randomly selected dimension. u is a uniformly distributed real random number in range [-1, 1] . The new food source v is determined by changing one dimension of x. If the value in one dimension produced by this operation exceeds its predetermined boundaries, it will be set to its boundaries. Then, the new food source is evaluated. A greedy selection is applied on the new and original food sources. The better one will be kept in the memory. The trials counter for this food will be reset to 0 if the food source is improved, otherwise, its value will be incremented by 1.
In the onlooker bees' phase, the onlookers receive the information about the food sources shared by employed bees and choose a food source to exploit depending on a probability related to its nectar amount (fitness values of the solution). That is to say, there may be more than one onlooker bees choosing a same food source if the source has a higher fitness. The probability is calculated according to Eq. (3) as followed.
After food sources have been chosen, each onlooker bee finds a new food source in the neighborhood following Eq. (2), just like the employed bees. A greedy selection is applied on the new and original food sources, too. In the scout bees' phase, if a food source hasn't been improved for a predetermined cycle, which is a control parameter, known as the ''limit'', the food source will be abandoned and a new food source will be produced randomly in the search space by Eq. (1), as in the case of initialization phase. Trials counter of the bee will be reset to zero.
The employed bee, onlooker bee and scout bees' phases will recycle until the termination conditions are met. The termination criterion may be the max cycle number (MCN), or max evaluation number, and so on.
Hybridized Artificial Bee Colony algorithm
The exchange of information among bees is the most important occurrence in the formation of the collective knowledge of a bee colony (Karaboga 2005) . This is realized mainly through the employed bees and onlooker bees' searching procedure in ABC algorithm. However, in the canonical ABC algorithm, the new food source is produced with a perturbation coming from a randomly chosen bee in a randomly dimension, which means that information on only one bee and its one dimension is exchanged in each exchanging process. Two weaknesses may exist in this way: First, as the dimension increases, the information exchange is still limited on one dimension so the algorithm may converge slowly. Second, the neighbor bee and dimension are both chosen randomly. As a result, food sources with higher fitness which may guide the population towards better area are not utilized.
EA is another branch of population-based algorithms, including Evolutions strategies (ES, Rechenberg 1973) , evolutionary programming (EP, Fogel et al. 1966) and Genetic Algorithm (GA, Holland 1975) etc. GA was a classic EA. It is inspired by the evolution phenomenon in the natural world. For a special problem, GA codes a potential solution as an individual chromosome. The algorithm begins with an initial chromosome population which represents a set of initial points in the search space of the problem. Then the operators which simulate the reproduction and evolution, such as selection, crossover and mutation, are applied to the chromosome population. In the selection procedure, individuals are selected as parents according to their fitness. Those chromosomes with higher fitness are regarded as carrying better gene information and have larger chance to be selected. The crossover procedure plays a core role in the GA. With a crossover probability P c , it crosses two parent chromosomes to produce new offspring. It can be expected that good gene information will be inherited and the offspring newly produced may be good ones. There are a variety of different crossover methods, such as one point crossover, n point crossover (Goldberg 1989) , uniform crossover (Syswerda 1989) , and arithmetic crossover (Yalcinoz et al. 2001) etc. Under the mechanism of ''selecting the superior and eliminating the inferior'', chromosome population improves towards better one.
Recently, some SI algorithms have been proposed, such as PSO, ABC, and BFO et al. They have much more profound intelligent background and performed better on most problems compared with GA. However, the evolutionary idea of GA and its operators are widely used to improve these SI algorithms. For example, Juang (2004) proposed a hybrid of GA and PSO called HGAPSO used for recurrent network design. In HGAPSO, PSO and GA use the same population to evolve, and the new population is produced half by the enhanced PSO and half by crossover and mutation on the enhanced elites. Li et al. (2008) proposed a hybrid algorithm of GA and PSO for gene selection. In the algorithm, operations of PSO and GA execute alternately by certain condition. Zhao et al. (2010) proposed a hybrid algorithm of GA and ABC in which the two algorithms execute simultaneously and exchange information between bee colony and chromosome population with a probability. The hybrid algorithm outperformed ABC from its results. However, the improvement is not distinct and only four benchmark functions were used in the experiment.
In this paper, the crossover operator, which is the core procedure of GA, is introduced into the canonical ABC to improve its optimizing ability. A model of the HABC algorithm is founded and its pseudo code is listed in Table 2 . The rest parts are the same as the original ABC except a crossover phase is added between the onlooker bees' and scout bees' phase. As only one operator is introduced, our HABC is much easier to implement compared with the hybrid algorithms mentioned above. The main step of the crossover phase is as follows:
(1) First, select a group of parent population P p from the current food sources according to their fitness. The number of parents is set to be equal with the number of the food sources. Food sources with higher fitness have larger probability to be selected, which makes certain that the offspring newly produced may be good ones. (2) Second, select a certain amount of food sources F s from current population P o which are used for competing with the offsprings. A new parameter crossover rate (CR) is introduced here to decide how much food sources will be selected. (3) For each of the selected food source s i in F s , select two parent food sources randomly from P p and cross them. The newly produced offspring s n is then compared with s i , a greed selection is applied on s i and s n , the better one is remained in the population P o .
In the parent selection procedure, parent population is produced using a binary tournament selection. Each time two food sources are selected randomly from the current population and the one with higher fitness is chosen to the parent population. The selection continues until the amount of the parents meets the requirement.
The new parameter CR decides the amount of food sources to be selected for competition. However, the way of how to select these food sources hasn't been decided yet. In this paper, four different selection methods are proposed:
(1) Select the best food sources. The first three selection methods are shown in Fig. 1 . It sorts the food sources in descending order depending on their fitness values and then selects certain amount of individuals by corresponding strategies. In these three methods, the new parameter CR indicates the ratio of selected food sources to the whole population. The amount of selected food sources equals CR multiply by SN. As the greed selection is applied on the selected food source and the newly produced offspring, an individual will not be replaced if the offspring is worse than it. This means that selecting the best food sources may improve the elites of the population while selecting the worst ones may improve the inferiors. Selecting the worse ones from the middle is a balance of the two methods mentioned previously. In random selection method, CR indicates the probability of a food source being selected. For each food source, a number is generated randomly between 0 and 1 according to uniform distribution. The food source is selected for competition if the number is less than the value of CR. For each of the selected food source, a crossover operator will be used and new food source will be produced for competition. As it mentioned above, there are various kinds of crossover methods for applying a crossover operation. Two common methods are employed in this paper.
(1) One point crossover.
(2) Arithmetic crossover.
No matter which crossover method is taken, two parents are selected randomly from the parent population firstly. For one point crossover, a crossover point is then generated randomly within the dimension. The offsprings are produced by exchanging the values of the two parents after the crossover point. Thus, two child food sources will be produced and the one with better fitness will join in the competition. For arithmetic crossover, the offspring is produced following the Eq. (4). Child represents the newly produced offspring while parent 1 and parent 2 are the two selected parents, rand (0, 1) is a randomly produced number between 0 and 1. Only one child will be produced in this way.
After the offspring is generated, a greedy selection is applied to the selected food source and newly produced offspring. If the fitness of the offspring is higher than that of selected one, it will replace the selected one and the trials counter of this food source will be reset to 0. Otherwise, memory doesn't change and counter's value will be incremented by 1, just like that in employed bees or onlooker bees' phase.
With the combination of different selecting methods and crossover methods described above, eight versions of HABC are proposed under the HABC model, as seen in Table 3 . These HABC algorithms will be tested in the next section and typical ones will be studied further.
Experiments
It has mentioned above that eight versions of HABC algorithm have been proposed in this paper. They will be tested on several benchmark functions firstly. Canonical ABC and a PSO variant-dynamic multi-swarm particle swarm optimizer with harmony search (DMS-PSO-HS) (Zhao et al. 2011 ) are used for comparison. Then, as the new parameter CR is introduced in HABC algorithms, the setting of CR on two typical HABC will be tested. Finally, a further statistical test will be done on ten more benchmark functions including four rotated functions to verify the optimization ability of the two typical HABC algorithms. Besides ABC and DMS-PSO-HS, differential evolution algorithm with ensemble of parameters and mutation strategies (EPSDE) (Mallipeddi et al. 2011) , which is a variant of differential evolution (DE) (Storn and Price 1997) , is also employed as comparison. The codes of DMS-PSO-HS and EPSDE algorithms were provided by Professor P. N. Suganthan of Nanyang Technological University. All algorithms were run in Matlab 2010b using computer with Intel Core 2 Duo CPU E4500, 2.20 GHz, 1 GB RAM. The operating system of the computer is Windows XP.
Experiment 1:performance on ABC, HABC and DMS-PSO-HS

Benchmark functions
Seven well-known benchmark functions are used to compare the performance of the proposed HABC algorithms with standard ABC and DMS-PSO-HS algorithms. These functions contain one unimodal variable-separable function, two unimodal non-separable functions, two multimodal variable-separable functions and two multimodal non-separable functions. The first function is Sphere function whose global minimum value is 0 at (0, 0,…,0). Initialization range for the function is [-5.12, 5.12] . It is a unimodal function with separable variables. The second function is Rosenbrock function whose global minimum value is 0 at (1, 1,…,1). Initialization range for the function is [-15, 15] . It is a unimodal function with non-separable variables. Its global optimum is inside a long, narrow, parabolic shaped flat valley. So it is difficult to converge to the global optimum.
The third function is Quadric function whose global minimum value is 0 at (0, 0,…,0). Initialization range for the function is [-10, 10] . It is a unimodal function with non-separable variables.
The fourth function is Rastrigin function whose global minimum value is 0 at (0, 0,…,0). Initialization range for the function is [-15, 15] . It is a multimodal function with separable variables.
The fifth function is Schwefel function whose global minimum value is 0 at (420.9867, 420.9867,…,420.9867).
Initialization range for the function is [-500, 500] . It is a multimodal function with separable variables.
The sixth function is Ackley function whose global minimum value is 0 at (0, 0,…,0). Initialization range for the function is [-32.768, 32.768] . It is a multimodal function with non-separable variables.
The seventh function is Griewank function whose global minimum value is 0 at (0, 0,…,0). Initialization range for the function is [-600, 600] . It is a multimodal function with non-separable variables.
f 7 ðxÞ ¼ 1 4; 000
Parameter settings for the involved algorithms
In the experiment, all functions were tested with 30 dimensions and run for 30 times. The population sizes of all algorithms were 100. In ABC and HABC, the numbers of employed bees and onlooker bees were half of the population size and the number of scout bees was selected as one. The limit = 100. Crossover rates CR for all HABC were 0.05. In DMS-PSO-HS algorithm, the number of sub-swarms is 10. Inertia weight x equals 0.729. The learning factors
where Lb and Ub refer the lower bound and upper bound of x (Zhao et al. 2011) . It should be mentioned that, the iteration count is no longer a reasonable measure as the computational complexity taken in each iteration may be different in different algorithms. In order to compare the different algorithms, a fair measure method must be selected. In this paper, we use number of function evaluations (FEs) as a measure criterion Karaboga and Akay 2010; Zou et al. 2010 ). All algorithms were terminated after 100,000 FEs.
Simulation results for benchmark functions
The mean and standard deviations of function values obtained by ABC, eight HABC and DMS-PSO-HS algorithms for 30 runs after 100,000 FEs are given in Table 4 . Best values obtained by the algorithms for each function were marked as bold. Rank represents the performance order of all the ten algorithms on each benchmark function. Three algorithms obtained the global minimum 0 on two functions f 4 and f 7 . For these algorithms which have obtained the global minimum, the mean FEs they got the global minimum is recorded and attached after their mean values in Table 4 .
As shown in Table 4 , the HABC6 algorithms performed best on five benchmark functions (HABC7 and HABC8 achieved the same result among three functions of the five) while ABC and DMS-PSO-HS each performed best on one. The results obtained by HABC7 and HABC8 were the same with or a little worse than HABC6 on all functions. These three algorithms performed much better than the other algorithms on Sphere, Quadic, Rastrigin, Ackley, and Grienwank functions. HABC5 performed worse than these three algorithms though they all using arithmetic crossover method. HABC3 performed best on most functions in the four algorithms using the one point crossover method. It also performed better than ABC on most functions expect Rosenbrock. HABC2 performed worst on all benchmark functions.
It is difficult to show the convergence results profiles of all the ten algorithms clearly in one figure. As a result, two typical HABC algorithms HABC3 and HABC6 are selected for representing. The two algorithms are the best ones among each four variants with two different crossover methods. Though HABC7 and HABC8 performed well on most functions, they are much similar with HABC6 and can be represented by HABC6. The mean best function On Rosenbrock function, all algorithms didn't perform well. ABC performed best and HABC2 performed worst while the results obtained by other algorithms were not much different with each other. HABC6, HABC7, HABC8 and DMS-PSO-HS converged fairly fast at the beginning and then trapped in local minimum. Especially the HABC6, it reached its final result at about 6,000 FEs, as can be seen in Fig. 2b .
On Quadric function, ABC and HABC with one point crossover method all performed badly while DMS-PSO-HS and HABC5 performed better than them. HABC6, HABC7 and HABC8 achieved commendable results, seen form Fig. 2c . On Schwefel function, DMS-PSO-HS, HABC3 and HABC1 obtained satisfying results, which can also be seen in Fig. 2e . Other algorithms all did not perform well.
On Ackley function, the results obtained by HABC6, HABC7 and HABC8 are the best. DMS-PSO-HS performed a little worse than the three algorithms. HABC2 and HABC4 perform badly on this function. It is worth mentioning that HABC6, HABC7 and HABC8 converged fast at the beginning and then trapped in the local minimum after about 50,000 FEs. DMS-PSO-HS also trapped in other local minimum, as can be seen in Fig. 2f .
On Griewank function, HABC6, HABC7 and HABC8 found the global minimum successfully. DMS-PSO-HS found global minimum in some runs but trapped in local minimum in other runs. And it only got a worse mean value finally. HABC2 and HABC4 performed worst.
Overall, HABC3 outperforms the standard ABC on six functions of all seven. It obtained acceptable result on Schwefel while most algorithms had a poor performance on this function. The two benchmark functions which HABC3 performed not well on, Rosenbrock and Quadric, are all unimodal non-separable functions. HABC6, HABC7 and HABC8 offer further improved performances on Sphere, Quadric, Rastrigin, Ackley and Griewank functions, especially on Rastrigin and Griewank, three algorithms all found the global minimum consistently. On most functions, they are superior to the state of the art algorithm DMS-PSO-HS. HABC7 and HABC8 performed similar with but a little worse than the HABC6. HABC5 achieved acceptable results on most functions, too. It could be supposed that algorithms with arithmetic crossover method are not that sensitive to the selection method. Thus, the HABC6 can be regarded as the representation of the four algorithms using the arithmetic crossover method. There is no obvious regularity for HABC6 as it performed well on one unimodal non-separable function but bad on another. Same situation happened on two multimodal variable-separable functions. As a new parameter CR is introduced in the HABC algorithms. The settings of the new parameter on two typical HABC algorithms-HABC6 and HABC3 will be tested in the experiment 2.
Experiment 2:crossover rate settings for HABC6
and HABC3
The settings of the new parameter CR for two representative HABC algorithms-HABC6 and HABC3 are tested in this experiment.
Benchmark functions
Benchmark functions used in experiment 2 are the same as that in experiment 1. Both two algorithms were tested on seven functions f 1 -f 7 , which respectively represent: Sphere, Rosenbrock, Quadric, Rastrigin, Schwefel, Ackley and Griewank.
Parameter settings for the involved algorithms
Few parameters are used in ABC-based algorithm, population sizes of HABC6 and HABC3 were 100, the numbers of employed bees and onlooker bees were half of the population size and the number of scout bees was selected as one. The abandon limit = 100, the same as the settings in experiment 1. Crossover rates CR in experiment 1 were all set to be 0.05. In experiment 2, different CR values for two algorithms will be tested to confirm a best value. Five scales of the CR values are taking, respectively for HABC6 and HABC3. In HABC6, CR values were set to be 0.05, 0.20, 0.40, 0.65, and 1.0. With a CR of 1, all food sources in the current population are selected for competition. In HABC3, as selection is from the middle, 0.5 is the maximum value. As a result, CR values were set to be 0.02, 0.05, 0.15, 0.25, and 0.40.
Results
The mean and standard deviations of function values obtained by HABC6 and HABC3 on benchmark functions with different CR values are given in Tables 5 and 6. All tests were run for 30 times and ended after 100,000 FEs. Best values obtained by the algorithms for each function were marked as bold. It has mentioned above, HABC6 can find the global minimum 0 on Rastrigin and Griewank. The mean FEs they reached the global minimum is recorded and attached after their mean values on these two functions.
The mean best function value profiles of HABC6 with different CR values on seven benchmark functions are shown in Fig. 3 . With CR of 1.0, HABC6 obtained the best mean results on five functions. On the other two functions Rosenbrock and Schwefel, best results are obtained with CR of 0.05.
On Sphere and Quadric functions, HABC6 have better results as well as better convergence performance with a higher CR, as seen in Fig. 3a, c .
On Rastrigin and Griewank, HABC6 with different CR values all found the global minimum 0. However, it can be seen from Fig. 3d , g, with larger CR values, the algorithms converged faster. Similar phenomenon occurred on Ackley function. Algorithms with different CR values all trapped in local minimum but better convergence performances were shown with larger CR values.
Rosenbrock and Schwefel are the two functions that HABC6 didn't perform well in experiment 1. Same phenomenon occurred in experiment 2. On Rosenbrock, all tests trapped in local minimum, as seen in Fig. 3b . The results got worse as the CR increased. However, they have little difference with each other. At the meanwhile, the algorithm converged faster with larger CR values in the early stage. On Schwefel, worse results and convergence performances were obtained with larger CR, as shown in Fig. 3e .
It can be concluded that 1.0 is the most suitable CR value for HABC6 because the algorithm performed excellently under this value on those functions it could solve successfully. Under CR of 1.0, the results were improved greatly compared with that in experiment 1 on the five functions.
Moreover, it is worth noting that, with CR value of 1.0, HABC5, HABC7 and HABC8 can be regarded the same as HABC6. The four algorithms using the arithmetic crossover methods get unified. This may explain the supposition made in experiment 1: algorithms with arithmetic crossover method are not that sensitive to the selection method.
Compared with HABC6, the differences of results for HABC3 with different CR values are not that significant, especially with CR values of 0.02, 0.05 and 0.15. Their profiles are nearly the same on convergence plots. As a result, we use the box plots instead of the convergence Fig. 4 . It can be seen from the Table 6 , with CR of 0.05, HABC3 obtained the best mean results on five functions. On the other two functions, best results are obtained with CR of 0.02.
It is obvious that HABC3 with CR of 0.05 had a better convergence performance compared with the other values on Quadric, Schwefel, Ackley and Griewank functions, seen in Fig. 4c , e, f, g. On Sphere and Rastrigin functions, HABC3 with CR of 0.05 is only a little worse than with CR of 0.02. As a result, we can conclude that best CR value for HABC3 is 0.05.
Experiment 3: further test on ABC, HABC6, HABC3, DMS-PSO-HS and EPSDE
The benchmark functions used in experiment 1 and 2 are all common functions. To fully evaluate the performance of HABC6 and HABC3, eight more functions were used The five algorithms will be tested on the benchmark functions respectively with dimensions of 10, 30 and 50.
Benchmark functions
The eight benchmark functions are numbered as f 8 -f 15 .
Functions f 8 -f 11 are rotated functions used in Liang et al.'s work (2006) . In rotated functions, a rotated variable y, which produced by the original variable x left multiplied an orthogonal matrix, is used to calculate the fitness instead of x. The orthogonal rotation matrix does not affect the shape of the functions. However, when one dimension in vector x is changed, all dimensions in vector y will be affected so the rotated functions are more difficult to solve. The orthogonal rotation matrix is generated using Salomon's method (1996) . Functions f 12 -f 15 are shifted functions selected from CEC2005 test-bed, global minima of these functions are different to each other. And their optimal points are not in the center. As the crossover methods might enhance the opportunity to find the optimal point in the centre, these functions could test their optimization abilities on asymmetrical functions. Each algorithm will run 20 times on each benchmark functions. The terminated FEs with dimensions of 10, 30 and 50 are 50,000, 100,000 and 150,000, respectively (Table 7) .
Parameter settings for the involved algorithms
The parameter settings were the same as that in experiment 1 except CR for HABC6 was 1.0. The population sizes for all algorithms were 100. Abandon limit = 100. CR for HABC3 was 0.05. In DMS-PSO-HS algorithm, the number of subswarms is 10, Inertia weight x = 0.729. The learning factors
In EPSDE algorithm, the pool of CR values is taken in the range 0.1-0.9 in steps of 0.1. The pool of F values is taken in the range 0.4-0.9 in steps of 0.1 (Mallipeddi et al. 2011 ).
Results and statistical analysis
The mean and standard deviations of function values obtained by involved algorithms with dimensions of 10, 30 and 50 are given in Tables 8, 9 and 10 respectively. Best values obtained for each function were marked as bold. On functions which could obtain global minimum, the mean FEs that they got the global minimum were recorded and attached after their mean values. On the four rotated functions, HABC6 performed best. With all three kinds of dimension, it got the best results on f 9 , f 10 and f 11 . Especially on f 9 and f 11 , it found the global best directly. The performances of HABC6 rarely decrease as the dimension increase, while the performances of other algorithms changed worse on most functions. DMS-PSO-HS and EPSDE performed moderately. HABC3 performed a little better than ABC on most functions.
On the four shifted functions, HABC6 did not work well. On functions f 12 and f 13 , DMS-PSO-HS and EPSDE performed best, HABC3 performed moderately. HABC6 and original ABC performed worst. As the dimension increases, HABC6 performed even worse. On functions f 14 and f 15 , HABC3 performed best on most situations. Especially on function f 15 , it performed much better than the other algorithms.
Overall, HABC6 showed better performance than original ABC and other algorithms on rotated functions. HABC3 performed better than ABC on most functions, too. However, on those shifted functions, which their global best are not in their center, HABC6 can't work well. It is supposed that the arithmetic crossover method may introduce opportunities towards central area. HABC3 didn't perform that well on conmen functions and rotated functions compared HABC6. But it is robust on shifted functions. On most functions, it performed better than original ABC and on a few functions it performed best among all algorithms.
Conclusion
This paper presents a HABC model, in which the crossover operator of GA is introduced to improve the original ABC algorithm. Eight versions of HABC algorithm with combination of different selection methods and crossover methods under the model are proposed. Three experiments were done to verify the optimizing ability of proposed HABC variants. The eight versions of HABC algorithm were tested on several basic benchmark functions compared with standard ABC and DMS-PSO-HS firstly. The results showed that HABC6, HABC7, HABC8, HABC5 (all use the arithmetic crossover method) and HABC3 (select the medial food sources and use one point crossover method) performed better than the canonical ABC on most functions. Especially the HABC6, it obtained definitely good results on most functions compared with the other algorithms. Meanwhile, the results showed that algorithms with arithmetic crossover method are not that sensitive to the selection method. Therefore HABC7, HABC8 and HABC5 can be represented by HABC6. The two functions that HABC3 didn't perform well on are all unimodal nonseparable functions and there was no such regularity for HABC6. The best crossover rate settings for two representative algorithms-HABC6 and HABC3 were tested. It is shown from the results that best CR value for HABC6 is 1.0 and best CR value for HABC3 is 0.05. With CR value of 1.0, selecting method is meaningless for the four HABC algorithms which using the arithmetic crossover method. So the four algorithms can be unified as HABC6, which coincide with the phenomenon mentioned above. In additional, under this CR value, HABC6 improved its results further more than that in experiment 1. A further test is done for HABC6 and HABC3 on four rotated functions and four shifted functions. HABC6 performed very well on rotated functions but worse on shifted functions. HABC3 performed not that well on common and rotated functions compared HABC6. However, it performed better than original ABC on most functions. Especially on shifted functions, it performed best on a few functions.
In overall, the HABC algorithm employs one more control parameter CR to add a crossover operator in the canonical ABC algorithm. With the new operator, bees exchange more information in the early stage of the algorithm, which enhances the searching ability of the algorithm. At the end of the algorithm, as the differences between individuals' decrease, the perturbation of crossover operator decreases, too. The results in three experiments show that two typical HABC variants HABC6 and HABC3 outperform the canonical ABC on a large amount of benchmark functions in terms of accuracy, robustness, and convergence speed. For those functions global best are not in their center, HABC3 is recommended as it has better robustness.
